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     CHAPTER 1 

 Aristotle’s Zoology in the Medieval World    
    Pieter   Beullens     

  In general, attitudes towards animals in the medieval Latin West were 
dominated by their use value.   Animals served as food for the hungry, 
game for the huntsmen, and personal aids for the labourer or the traveler. 
Th omas of Chobham,   a cleric from Salisbury, pointedly formulated this 
view in his handbook for preachers ( Summa de arte praedicandi ),   written 
around 1220: “Th e Lord created diff erent creatures with diff erent natures 
not only for the sustenance of men, but also for their instruction, so that 
through the same creatures we may contemplate not only what may be 
useful to us for the body, but also what may be useful for the soul.”  1   

 Th is supremacy of man over beast found its theological substantiation 
in the words of the Jewish- Christian God in Genesis 1:26:  “Th en God 
said:  ‘Let us make man in our image, after our likeness. Let them have 
dominion over the fi sh of the sea, the birds of the air, and the cattle, and 
over all the wild animals and all the creatures that crawl on the ground.’ ”  2   

   As for animals in literature, the fable   was arguably the only literary genre 
surviving from antiquity and dealing with animals that made a signifi cant 
impact on the medieval mind. In fables animal behavior was used as a 
simile for human virtues and vices.  3   It could thus be considered as “useful 
for the soul.” 

   Th e existence of at least three manuscripts dating from as early as the 
ninth century documents that Phaedrus’ Latin fables in verse (fi rst cen-
tury  AD ) were available throughout the Middle Ages. Yet it seems that the 
bulk of medieval knowledge about the fables’ contents derived not from 
the antique forerunner in the fi eld, but was gathered from later prose 
adaptations. A particularly popular version was the so- called  Romulus ,   an 
anonymous reworking from the fourth or fi fth century  AD  based on earlier 
material –  but many other variants circulated in Latin and in vernacular 
languages.  4   

 Th e genre did more than remain mere bookish wisdom, as some 
fables became part and parcel of the iconography of religious and secular 
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architecture. In that context they were intended to be understood by both 
the educated and the illiterate. Animal representations based on the fables 
by Phaedrus   and other authors can be recognized in twelfth- century sculp-
tural works, such as the reliefs in the Porta della Pescheria   of the Modena 
Duomo   or the Portail de Saint- Ursin   in Bourges.  5   Questions regarding 
the relation between the buildings and their decoration have been an 
important issue in the scholarly debate.  6   

 Similar questions could be raised regarding the occurrence of 
embroidered representations of eight diff erent fables in the borders of the 
famous Bayeux Tapestry,   which was most probably made shortly after the 
Battle of Hastings   in 1066. Whether one agrees with the argument that 
fables about deceit, such as “Th e Fox and the Crow” or “Th e Wolf and the 
Crane,” provided negative examples for chivalry and knightly behavior, 
the main iconographical theme of the tapestry, clearly their presence 
transcends a merely decorative function.  7   As in literature, animals in icon-
ography fulfi ll their utilitarian role as foreseen by the divine plan.   

 Early in the new millennium an innovative literary genre started its 
rise. It displayed a comparable awareness that animals may usefully convey 
implicit or explicit messages. Th e intention of this kind of literature is 
plainly expressed by the French author Pierre of Beauvais   in the preface to 
the so- called short version of his  Bestiary ,   which eventually would become 
the name for most works in this genre: “Here begins the book which is 
called the bestiary, and it is named so because it speaks of the natures of 
beasts, for all the creatures which God created on this earth, he created so 
that they be examples of faith and belief for men.”  8   Pierre’s work certainly 
deals with animals and their conduct, but they are not considered from 
a scientifi c point of view or as study objects in their own right. On the 
contrary, animal behavior is only deemed interesting as far as it provides 
suitable material for comparison with the envisioned religious conduct of 
humans. 

   Pierre established his French text on the basis of the Latin version of 
a work known under the title of  Physiologus .  9   Its Greek model probably 
originated in Egypt in the second or third century  AD , although the exact 
date is debated. Translations into Latin and numerous ancient and medi-
eval vernacular languages had contributed to its popularity throughout the 
known world.  10   Although the work bears in some manuscripts an attri-
bution to famous authors, the most infl uential being John Chrysostom,   
it mostly circulated anonymously. Its title was derived from the recurring 
phrase “Th e  physiologus  says …” that introduces almost every chapter of 
the text. Th e content is a curious mixture of biblical references to animals 
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and of information from ancient zoological works and traditional animal 
lore, combined in various degrees of scientifi c reliability. Th e informative 
part then gets a supplement in the form of an allegorical section. Here the 
reader is guided toward the deeper meaning of the animal behavior, which 
leads to an accurate interpretation of relevant biblical passages. 

 Th e deer   can conveniently act as an example to illustrate the compiler’s 
method. When a deer discovers a dragon,   it drinks water from a source 
and spits it into the dragon’s lair, driving the dragon out and murdering it. 
Th e dragon symbolizes the devil, which is killed by the word of God. Some 
religious references in the story are obvious, like the allusion to the deer 
longing for water from the opening line of Psalm 42:2 and the water as an 
image for baptism. But at the same time ancient secular literature is not far 
away, since the alleged hatred between deer and snake is reported by Pliny   
(fi rst century  AD ) among others. Th e way in which the snake from the 
original source changed into a dragon is an interesting example “to show 
how the author of  Physiologus  has reshaped the traditional material of his 
analogues to conform to a pre- conceived allegory.”  11   

 Th ere appears not to have been an authoritative version behind the 
manuscripts that transmit the text. Th erefore, its order and composition 
display considerable variation. As a result, multiple forms of the  Physiologus  
came into circulation: at least three diff erent layers were uncovered in the 
transmission of the Greek version alone.  12   Th e instability of the text and 
the frequent reordering of its content led to the point that revisions of 
the original work could no longer be labelled as copies of the  Physiologus . 
From the early twelfth century onward they rather became new products 
on their own. Th e reworking of the original layer of material could go in 
diff erent directions. Either the data remained in the new output, or parts 
of it were excised, and in addition information from other literary sources 
could be incorporated. Such manuscripts became commonly known 
under the conventional designation of bestiary.   Virtually no physical copy 
belonging to the genre is completely identical to another, and it has proven 
extremely diffi  cult to impose even a superfi cial classifi cation on the extant 
body of manuscripts. Th e organization into families and subfamilies as 
proposed by James and McCulloch in the previous century formed the 
basis of a system of division that is still in general use –  albeit with minor 
corrections and adjustments, especially to extend the classifi cation of Latin 
manuscripts to include the variety of vernacular versions.  13   

 In the physical appearance of bestiaries text and image went hand in 
hand.  14   Some of these books were so lavishly illustrated that they still form 
the highlights of the libraries where they are housed. For their owners 
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they must have served as showpieces by which they would astonish their 
visitors. Apart from the obvious display of wealth, their edifying content 
bore testimony to the moral and religious righteousness of the manuscripts’ 
patrons. Th e stories contained in those books and the representations of 
their contents became so well known that some of them are ubiquitous in 
later medieval religious iconography. A standard example is the image of 
the pelican   tearing open its breast to revive its dead chicks, which served as 
a powerful reference for the medieval viewer to the Son of God who shed 
his blood to grant his followers eternal life. 

 If this was the customary approach to animal behavior and only mean-
ingful observations –  genuine or fi ctional –  were mentioned in view of 
their symbolical or allegorical meaning, it was highly unlikely that animals 
as irrational beings were to form the subject of scientifi c investigation in 
their own right. As a result, the major zoological treatises of antiquity 
were all but ignored in the Middle Ages. Th e  Physiologus    and the various 
forms of bestiaries display undeniable similarities to material drawn from 
ancient sources, in particular the commentaries on the six days of creation 
in Genesis by church fathers such as Ambrose   and Basil   (fourth century 
 AD ), as well as encyclopaedic works from later antiquity, represented by 
Solinus’  De mirabilibus mundi    (third century  AD ) and Isidore of Seville’s 
 Etymologiae    (seventh century  AD ). Th ese authors mainly compiled infor-
mation they excerpted from other sources with a pronounced preference 
for the wonderful and the marvellous aspects that they found in the books 
they read. Although these works only partially deal with zoological topics, 
their impact can be measured by the sheer wealth of medieval manuscripts, 
complete and fragmentary, that survive. In the case of Isidore’s  Etymologiae , 
the number of extant copies, from the period between the seventh and the 
sixteenth centuries, must be estimated at well over a thousand.  15   

   Solinus’ and Isidore’s ultimate resource was Pliny’s  Naturalis historia  
(fi rst century  AD ), in particular books 8– 11 (about land animals,  terrestria , 
water animals,  aquatilia , birds, insects, and other small animals) and 28– 
32 (about medicinal use of animals and animal products) of his gigantic 
encyclopaedia. Although Pliny was already in use as an authority to create 
a reliable calendar since the Carolingian age, the zoological sections of his 
work received much less attention throughout the Middle Ages.  16   Still he 
had established some implicit epistemological premises that were taken for 
granted by the following generations. First of all, Pliny gathered his data in 
the library from written sources. Information from empirical observation 
was not considered to be superior in value –  at least it is not very promin-
ently present in his account. Th e purpose of his  Naturalis historia  was to 
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collect the knowledge as it was documented by previous writers in a report 
as exhaustive as achievable, and to expose its natural order. 

 Pliny aimed to reveal the innate structure of reality through the organ-
ization of his work. Information about animals was arranged according to 
large groups, based on their biotope (land, water, air). In the early thir-
teenth century, Alexander Neckam   considered this arrangement as a clear 
reference to the idea that nature contained an intrinsic order according to 
the four elements.  17   Within these classes Pliny displayed the information 
about the single species in a seemingly random order. Each section then 
explicitly stresses the specifi c characteristics of each animal, and in par-
ticular those elements that could be considered as something marvellous 
( mirabile ), without attempting to look for resemblances in the behavior 
or the appearance of other species. Consequently, it would be pointless to 
assume the anachronistic concept of taxonomy in Pliny’s work. 

 As far as this characteristic approach of zoological knowledge is 
concerned, Pliny’s encyclopaedia was perfectly compatible with the organ-
izational principles of the  Physiologus    and the bestiary   that originated from 
it. Pliny’s preference for the exceptional almost perfectly corresponded 
with the standards of the genre. As a result, excerpts from his encyclo-
paedia were eagerly incorporated into the existing bestiary texts, although 
Pliny was not always acknowledged as their source.   

 On balance, the corpus of literary texts concerning   zoology and animal 
behavior remained largely unchanged for nearly a millennium. Th e single 
most important new input, on both a quantitative and a qualitative level, 
came early in the thirteenth century with the arrival of Aristotle’s bio-
logical treatises in the medieval West in the form of new Latin translations. 

   Obviously Aristotle had been an authority throughout the Middle Ages. 
Th e Latin translations made by Boethius   in the early sixth century, as well 
as his commentaries and original works based on them, had established 
Aristotelian logic as the foundation of every form of higher education. 
In the twelfth century, new texts by the same philosopher had surfaced. 
Th ey included more treatises from the fi eld of logic, but also opened fresh 
views on Aristotle’s thoughts about natural philosophy, metaphysics, and 
  ethics –  areas of research in which his ideas were previously unknown in 
the medieval world. 

 Th ese translations arrived in two distinct waves. An important group of 
Latin versions was not based on the original Greek text, but on an inter-
mediate Arabic rendering. Several of these translations were accompanied 
by commentaries and other treatises written by philosophers from the 
Arab world, both contemporary and from earlier periods. An enormous 
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amount of translation work from the Arabic was shouldered by Gerard 
of Cremona,   who was active in Toledo for most of the second half of the 
twelfth century. 

 Almost simultaneously other translators like James of Venice   and 
Burgundio of Pisa   brought Aristotelian texts to their Latin- speaking audi-
ence through versions compiled directly from the Greek manuscripts. Some 
of these might have been brought from Constantinople, while others were 
retrieved from centers of Greek learning in Southern Italy. Th e intellectual 
movement that transferred these new translations from the various sites 
where they had been created to the hotspots of intellectual life can only 
be glimpsed at. Whether it was by an organized undertaking or due to the 
coinciding availability of these various texts, by the early thirteenth cen-
tury the newly discovered Aristotelian treatises circulated in manuscript 
collections with a more or less standardized order. 

 Conspicuously absent from these collections were the philosopher’s 
books on   zoology. Th e lacuna was fi lled around 1220 by Michael Scot,   a 
prolifi c translator in Toledo and at the court of the Hohenstaufen emperor 
Frederick II   in Sicily. Michael made Latin versions of Aristotle’s  History 
of Animals ,    Parts of Animals ,   and  Generation of Animals ,   nineteen books 
in all, enough to fi ll a sturdy handwritten codex averaging well over 100 
parchment pages.  18   It may well be that the sheer volume of the works had 
discouraged Scot’s predecessors from undertaking the endeavor. Now 
the Latin world had Aristotle’s systematic treatments of animal behavior, 
anatomy, and procreation at its disposal. Scot complemented this work 
with the translation of the shortened commentary that the Persian phil-
osopher Ibn Sīnā, or Avicenna,   had written on these treatises in the elev-
enth century, which became known in the West as  Abbreviatio Avicenne . 

 Although Aristotle’s works circulated as separate entities in the Greek 
manuscripts of the time, Scot found only one long work divided in nine-
teen books in his Arabic model and transferred it in the same form to 
Latin. Consequently, references to Aristotle’s zoological works consist-
ently refer to them as  De animalibus    without distinguishing the diff erent 
works. Th e order imposed by the ninth- century Arabic translator, or by the 
copyist of the manuscript that he used as a model, became the standard 
sequence to read the report of the philosopher’s biological enterprise from 
the thirteenth century onwards. 

 Th at situation hardly changed when by the mid- thirteenth century the 
same texts were translated again into Latin, this time directly from their 
Greek models. Th e undertaking formed part of an even larger project, 
conducted by the Dominican scholar William of Moerbeke,   to make all 
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of Aristotle’s works available in a Latin version based on the texts in their 
original language. His renderings were generally considered more adequate 
than Scot’s and closer to the wording of the initial text. Moreover, William’s 
corpus of translations was undeniably more complete, as it also included 
two shorter treatises about the  Movement of Animals    and the  Progression of 
Animals ,   bringing the total of Aristotelian zoological books up to twenty- 
one. Th at still did not reach the grand total of fi fty books on animals that 
Aristotle allegedly had written, if Pliny   was to be believed.  19   

 As for William of Moerbeke’s   Latin work, there is evidence that he 
translated every zoological treatise as a separate work. Yet they almost exclu-
sively circulated in an order that was dictated by the sequence in which the 
books had been introduced to the Latin Middle Ages through the Arabic- 
Latin version by Scot. Virtually every manuscript of William’s texts has 
the works in an identical order, the two newest and relatively short books, 
 Movement of Animals  and  Progression of Animals , being wedged in between 
the longer  History of Animals  and  Parts of Animals . 

 Th is seemingly unimportant circumstance in the transmission of 
Aristotle’s zoological corpus betrays how the educational system had 
established a fi rm grasp on the circulation of texts, as books were standardized 
to comply with the requirements of teaching. Th e Dominicans, the reli-
gious order to which William of Moerbeke belonged, had stimulated a 
new and more effi  cient method to multiply handwritten books in univer-
sity circles, which led to more uniformity in the production. Moreover, the 
Dominican friars took particular care in the preparation of their books, 
which some of them referred to as their arms.  20   

 Th e professed goal of the Dominican order was to convert heretics and 
heathens to the truth of faith. Th eir working method relied on preaching. 
Unlike some earlier Christians, they viewed secular knowledge from 
antiquity not as contrary to divine revelation, but as a useful tool to serve 
the higher goal of spreading and illustrating God’s word. Creating an 
access to this newly available information, including the zoological know-
ledge in the Aristotelian corpus, was seen as a collective endeavor in which 
many members of the order could cooperate. Diff erent methods were 
applied, but all contributed to the comprehensive project –  the integration 
of science from antiquity to fi t religious revelation.  21   

 Previously it was inconceivable to think of nature as an independent 
force. Even church fathers such as Augustine   (fourth century  AD ), 
infl uenced by the Neoplatonist doctrine, had regarded nature as an eman-
ation of the divine power. As such it was intrinsically good, but could not 
be considered as a separate object of study. Th e search for causal relations 
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within nature would implicitly challenge God’s omnipotence and free will, 
which could not be seen as subjected to the laws of nature. Th e twelfth- 
century view, resulting in the popularity of  Physiologus    and bestiary   lit-
erature, had opened new possibilities for the study of natural objects and 
zoological learning by using the device of allegory.   

 Th e Dominican friars followed that line of thought. In their judgment, 
objections against the use of worldly knowledge were not compelling, 
provided that it served their purpose. While this stance was not an exclu-
sive policy for their order, Th omas of Chobham   had directed the useful-
ness of animals towards theology and religious learning:

  For there is no creature which may not preach that the God who created it is 
powerful, and that the God who gave it its order and form is wise, and that 
the God who conserved it in being is merciful. And –  speaking in a wider 
sense –  there is no creature in which we may not contemplate some prop-
erty belonging to it which may lead us to imitate God, or some property 
which may move us to fl ee from the Devil. For the whole world is full of 
diff erent creatures, like a manuscript full of diff erent letters and sentences ( or  
meanings) in which we can read whatever we ought to imitate or fl ee from.  22     

 Th e idea that nature could conveniently show the path toward a better 
understanding of God may have taken root in broader circles, but no indi-
vidual or organization put it more eff ectively and systematically into prac-
tice than the Dominicans did. Th e eff ort to spread knowledge of nature 
among their brethren and to digest it into useful tools for teaching and 
preaching took diff erent forms, but almost always relied on organized col-
laboration. It became a commonplace among authors from the friars’ ranks 
to stress in their prefaces that they had been begged by their brethren to 
compose their works, which was a variation on a conventional statement 
of modesty. Albert the Great   voiced the incentive he got from his fellow 
Dominicans in several prefaces to his commentaries, in particular in his 
prologue to his work on Aristotle’s  Physics :   

  It is our intention in natural science to satisfy as far as we are capable the 
brethren of our order. Th ey have already asked us several years ago that we 
write such a book about the  Physics , in which they would both have per-
fect instruction in natural science and from which they could also expertly 
understand the books of Aristotle.  23    

 Some writers expressly added to this claim that they had been greatly 
helped by the joint eff orts of these same brethren to compile and prepare 
the sources and the material, and did not summarize all original books 
themselves. Vincent of Beauvais   said this about the books by Aristotle, 
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“which in fact I have never excerpted from, but took the excerpts from 
several brothers.”  24   

 Evidence thus suggests that the study of animals did not necessarily 
occupy a fi xed position in the output of this Dominican endeavor from 
the thirteenth century. In Th omas of Cantimpré’s encyclopaedia  De natura 
rerum    the chapters are clearly aimed at usability for preachers. Th e fi rst 
sections deal with the human anatomy and the soul, followed by animals 
and plants, to conclude with lifeless nature. For the users’ convenience all 
quotations from ancient writers, in particular Aristotle, and from church 
fathers are brought together in alphabetically arranged units. 

 While Th omas of Cantimpré’s   work was limited to the natural world, his 
fellow Dominican and near- contemporary Vincent of Beauvais   envisaged an 
even more encompassing project. He intended to put together a  Speculum ,   
a comprehensive collection of all human knowledge, including the study of 
nature, a history of the world from the fall of man onward, a survey of ethics 
and of other learning. Th e whole enterprise was completed after the death 
of the original author. Its only printed edition (not published until 1624 
in Douai), is estimated to contain some six million words and was rightly 
compared to a “sequoia.”  25   Th e core of Vincent’s work was his  Speculum 
naturale , his survey of the natural world. He chose to order his material by 
the commonly accepted sequence of the six days of creation, which must 
have felt familiar enough for the preachers who would use the encyclopaedia. 

   Animals take yet another position in Albert the Great’s major project 
to comment on the complete works of Aristotle. His intended reader-
ship was not in the fi rst place the preacher preparing for the pulpit, but 
the advanced student training to become a member of the higher clergy. 
Albert stuck to the idea that nature as a whole forms a continuous line 
from God to the sensible world, and that its study is worthy to pursue 
since it points to the perfection that God provided in it. In correspond-
ence with this view, Albert’s commentaries are in the order of eternity of 
their subjects. God ranks highest, therefore theology is the equivalent of 
Aristotelian metaphysics or the study of the fi rst principle. Th en comes 
mathematics, dealing with the unchanging ratios of numbers. Th e sensible 
world follows at a third level, descending from the regular movements of 
the celestial bodies to the motion on earth through space and time. Th e 
lowest level is occupied by animated living beings and the materiality of 
stones and minerals. 

 Surprisingly, after his philosophical analysis of the animal world through 
a detailed commentary of Aristotle’s zoological books as he had read them 
in Scot’s Latin version, Albert returned to a more conventional approach 
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of animal studies and added several books of encyclopaedic knowledge in 
the traditional sense. Albert largely relied on the compilation gathered by 
Th omas of Cantimpré   for this part of his work, which documents how 
the Dominican enterprise of divulging ancient knowledge and promoting 
its accessibility must have been a collective eff ort. Furthermore, Albert’s 
method shows how the dividing lines were blurred between strictly scien-
tifi c or philosophical discourses on animals and the deployment of zoo-
logical elements for exegetical purposes. 

 For most preachers though, knowledge about animal behavior served 
practical needs and therefore would have needed convenient instruments, 
like shorter collections of widely applicable quotes from the classical 
authors. One of these fl orilegia,   whose anonymous compiler excerpted 
Aristotle’s zoological works and organized the quotations under thematic 
headings, enjoyed a limited manuscript circulation.  26   Yet it was clearly 
conceived as a tool and had no authority as a literary work in its own right. 
Accordingly, there was no objection to reusing it in other forms. Several 
chapters from the fl orilegium were incorporated in a posthumously modi-
fi ed version of Th omas of Cantimpré’s  De natura rerum .   At the same time 
the older sources of zoological knowledge were further exploited to collect 
useful quotations. One manuscript that contains the Aristotelian fl orile-
gium also holds similar anthologies from the works of Solinus   and   Isidore 
of Seville. As several other sections of the manuscript make reference to 
early thirteenth- century Parisian theological debates, we may safely assume 
that this type of thematically ordered collection of authoritative quotations 
belonged to the standard intellectual equipment of the theologian of the 
period.  27   

 Individual preachers may have developed their own working material 
to plan their sermons. Just what this equipment might have looked like 
can be reconstructed from what appears to be the notebook prepared by 
an English friar from the same period.  28   It is a small booklet written in 
an extremely tiny handwriting by one scribe, undoubtedly for his own 
use. Th e owner had collected a fl orilegium of quotations from diff erent 
sources, with an emphasis on natural history. Traditional knowledge from 
the works of Solinus and Isidore of Seville and from the sacred scriptures 
is combined with lists of extracts from the newly translated works of 
Aristotle. Th e writer improved the accessibility of information by an intri-
cate system of cross- references that link data regarding the same topic with 
material from diff erent origins on separate pages of the volume. He also 
created diagrams that use association to divide key concepts into their 
logically constitutive parts. 
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 Unfortunately, the identity of the compiler of the notebook remains 
unknown and it is impossible to conclude how he used the material that he 
had gathered. Th ere is, however, a corpus of commentaries on the sacred 
scriptures by a well- known preaching friar. A closer look at these provides 
a general idea of how medieval preachers incorporated ancient works on 
animals in their exegetical practice. 

   In the fi rst half of the fourteenth century, Th omas Anglicus or Th omas 
Waleys, another Dominican friar, wrote  moralitates  on numerous books 
of the Old Testament and incomplete commentaries on Augustine’s  City 
of God    and on the psalter.  29   He shared his particular taste to incorporate 
ancient pagan writers into his exegesis with other contemporary British 
friars. Th ey undeniably were indebted to the compilation work done by 
their predecessors.  30   Yet Waleys clearly had a predilection for Aristotle’s 
zoological works, which he quoted abundantly. Most often these sentences 
turn up accompanied by the commentaries of Albert the Great and 
Avicenna,   and it is not uncommon that Pliny   and Solinus   are mentioned 
as well.   

 Waleys’ method is illustrated in passages where he introduces data about 
  deer in his incomplete commentary on the fi rst thirty- seven psalms.  31   Th e 
 Physiologus    is totally absent from his list of sources, while Aristotle, Pliny,   
and Isidore of Seville, together with some early Christian authors, provide 
the necessary backdrop to authorize the letter of the Scriptures. 

 Th e fi rst example comes from Psalm 18, where verse 34 “Who made my 
feet swift as a deer’s” leads to the comparison of Christ to a deer. Waleys 
comments: “Christus is rightly compared to a deer for many reasons, fi rst 
because the Philosopher says in his 14th book on Animals: A deer has no 
bile. Th e same goes for Christ, whose stay among us was without any bile of 
bitterness.”  32   Waleys fi nds additional arguments for the similarity between 
Christ and the deer in Ambrose’s   commentary on the Hexameron, which 
says that deer feed on venom (as Christ leads sinners to penitence), and in 
Pliny’s claim that the blood of a deer is a cure against serpents (as Christ 
is the medicine against demons). Th e initial word from the Scripture that 
prompted the allusion is thus confi rmed by arguments from ancient pagan 
and Christian sources. 

 Psalm 29, verse 9 “Th e voice of the Lord prepareth the stags” reminds 
the commentator of the previous passage in Psalm 18.  33   Th e voice of the 
Lord prepares the deer, his children in the desert, for the long and diffi  -
cult road, Waleys claims. He suggests several reasons to explain the choice 
of that image. Deer are fast and swift to jump over diffi  culties and rocky 
roads –  no reference needed to back this claim, except for the other psalm. 
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A further argument comes from Isidore of Seville’s account of deer crossing 
a river with their head resting on the back of their forerunner to make the 
burden lighter, which recalls Paul’s letter to the Galatians 6:2 “Bear one 
another’s burdens.”   Finally, Aristotle is the last authority in the section: “As 
the Philosopher says in his 8th book on Animals: Th e horns of all animals 
are hollow except those of the deer, which are solid and have no cavity 
inside. Likewise, the horns of the sinners are also hollow, for all their power 
and glory are vain.”  34     

 As these few examples from the work of Th omas Waleys show, all know-
ledge from the natural world was put to use to elucidate God’s plan for 
the world. New sources from antiquity had staked their claim to authority 
from the thirteenth century onward and Aristotle had taken pride of place 
among them. Yet animals retained their serving position in all kinds of 
literature. It took three centuries more before humanist scholars started 
to consider animals as worthy study objects in their own right. Th e 
fi rst projects consisted in exploring the ancient sources for information, 
descriptions and nomenclature.  35   Aristotle had preserved his place at the 
center of zoological attention –  albeit in new Latin translations or in the 
Greek original. But the readers had turned from theologians to philologists.      
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